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Executive Summary 

 
 

ARCHAS Cultural Heritage Ltd were commissioned by BabyHydro Ltd (contact Craig Kellock) to 
undertake an archaeological watching brief during all ground breaking works associated with the 
installation of a domestic hydro scheme with ancillary generator housing and underground pipework 
at the Old Mill house in Milton Brae near Dumbarton.  When complete the scheme will produce 
around 3.6kW of renewable energy per year, enough for all the property’s energy needs. 
 
The watching brief followed the placement of a planning condition upon the proposed development 
by West Dunbartonshire Council as advised by the West of Scotland Archaeology Service.   
 
The project involved the excavation of a narrow pipe trench with a final depth of 2.5m.  This trench 
revealed the route of the pipeline to cut across an area of high bedrock and deep made ground.  Two 
walls were revealed during the excavation, although safety concerns made accurate recording of 
these features problematic.  It is thought the walls relate to earlier mill structures on the site, almost 
certainly post-medieval in date.  No artefacts were recovered which are thought to pre-date the 18th 
century. 
 
With the excavations completed under direct archaeological supervision, ARCHAS Cultural Heritage 
recommend the archaeological condition be discharged. 
 
A record of the work has been deposited with the Online Access to the Index of Archaeological 
Investigations (OASIS) website hosted by the Archaeological Data Service (OASIS ID archascu1-
230312) and with Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (DES), the annual publication of fieldwork 
by Archaeology Scotland. 
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1       Introduction 

 
1.1 General 

 
1.1.1 ARCHAS Cultural Heritage Ltd were commissioned by BabyHydro (contact Craig Kellock) to 

undertake archaeological monitoring during ground breaking works associated with the 
installation of a domestic hydro scheme with ancillary generator housing and underground 
pipework at the Old Mill house in Milton Brae near Dumbarton.  When complete the scheme 
will produce around 3.6kW of renewable energy per year, enough for all the property’s energy 
needs. 

 

1.1.2 The proposed development is located in the garden of the historic Old Mill house, in Milton, 
near Dumbarton (NGR: NS 42570 74775).  Excavation was required adjacent to the Milton 
Burn at both the northern and southern end of the route for the insertion of a pipeline 
connecting the two at a depth of 2.50m.  The West of Scotland Archaeology Service (herafter 
WoSAS) provide archaeological planning advice to West Dunbartonshire Council and 
recommended the placement of a planning condition upon the development due to the history 
and archaeological potential of the site.   

 
1.1.3 In agreement with WoSAS, West Dunbartonshire Council imposed a Planning Condition 

upon the development.  Through Planning Condition number 01, imposed as part of Planning 
Application DC15/113, West Dunbartonshire Council state: 

 
“the developer shall secure the implementation of an archaeological watching brief… during 
all ground disturbances… A method statement for the watching brief will be submitted by the 
applicant, agreed by the West of Scotland Archaeology Service, and approved by the 
Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the watching brief.”1 

 
1.1.4 ARCHAS completed a Method Statement in October 2015 and this was approved by WoSAS 

in order to allow work to proceed on site. 
 
1.1.5 A watching brief was maintained over four days from Thursday 22nd to Wednesday 28th 

October 2015 by Ross Cameron.  Weather conditions throughout were varied. 
 
1.1.6 ARCHAS Cultural Heritage Ltd conforms to the standards of professional conduct outlined in 

the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) Code of conduct, and relevant Standards 
and Guidance documents produced by the CIfA. 

  

                                                 
1 West Dunbartonshire Council – Grant of Planning Consent – DC15/113 – 24/08/15 
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1.2 Site Location and Setting 
 

General 
 

1.2.1 The proposed development is located adjacent to the Old Mill House, on Milton Brae in the 
village of Milton near Dumbarton (centred at NGR: NS 42570 74775 - Figure 1). The site lies 
within the jurisdiction of West Dunbartonshire Council. 
 

 

Figure 1: Site location   
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 Study Area 
 
1.2.2 The hydro scheme will be constructed along the route of the Milton Burn.  The penstock 

pipeline will predominantly run through a managed garden and lawn area (Plate 1) to the 
south west of the Old Mill House. 

 

 

Plate 1: Pre-excavation view looking SE along the proposed route of the trench (Photograph 005) 

 
 Geology 
 

1.2.3 The drift geology of the proposed development site comprises Devensian clay, silt, sand and 
gravel. These superficial deposits formed up to 2 million years ago in the Quaternary Period 
and are characteristic of a local environment previously dominated by Ice Age conditions.   

 
1.2.4 The underlying bedrock geology is sandstone of the Clyde Sandstone Formation.  This 

sedimentary bedrock formed approximately 343-352 million years ago in the Carboniferous 
Period.  This is characteristic of an environment once dominated by rivers.2 

                                                 
2 www.bgs.ac.uk –02/07/15 
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2 Historical Analysis 

 
2.1 General Historical Background 

 
General 

 
2.1.1 Assessment and analysis of known archaeological sites in the vicinity of the proposed 

development area can provide an indication of the density of previous settlement, occupation 
and activity across that area.  This can then aid in assessing the presence/absence of such 
occupation within the proposed development area. 

 
Prehistoric 

 

2.1.2 Evidence of Prehistoric activity in the area is provided by the existence a cup and ring marked 
stone at Dumbuie (NMRS: NS 47 NW 1.1, WoSAS PIN: 21499) and a Dun, located (NMRS: 
NS 47 NW 1, WoSAS PIN: 7796) to the north west of the site.  Cup and ring marks are 
traditionally thought to date to the Bronze Age or earlier while Duns are considered to be Iron 
Age in date.   

 
2.1.3 There are further cup and ring marked stones to the west at Dumbuck Hill (NMRS: NS 47 

SW 14, WoSAS PIN: 7884). 
 

Roman 
 

2.1.4 It is thought a Roman Fort may have existed at the foot of Dumbuck Hill (WoSAS PIN: 7885).  
The remains of a fort were observed in 1686.    An old routeway identified to the north (NMRS: 
NS 47 NW 22, WoSAS PIN: 14720) may show the route of the Roman road presumed to 
have crossed into this area.   

 
Medieval 

 

2.1.5 Medieval presence and occupation on the site is indicated by the reputed existence of a 
medieval chapel immediately to the north east of the proposed development.  Little is now 
visible of the Old Chapel of Colquhoun (NMRS: NS 47 NW 2, WoSAS PIN: 7803). 

 
2.1.6 The presence of a Medieval castle is noted at Middleton, a short distance to the north of the 

chapel (NMRS: NS 47 NW 3, WoSAS PIN: 7806), although archaeological investigations in 
2000 failed to reveal any trace of this. 

 
Post-Medieval 

 

2.1.7 The age of the Old Mill House is not recorded, but the name ‘’Millton’ is first noted with the 
production of William Roy’s Military map of Scotland c.1750, suggesting a long history of 
milling on the site. 

 
2.1.8 The building today known as “The Old Mill House” is shown on the 1st edition Ordnance 

Survey (25 inch to 1 mile Dumbarton Sheet XXII.7 (Old Kilpatrick)) surveyed in 1860 and is 
depicted as roofed and in good condition.  The area immediately north of “The Old Mill House” 
is annotated as ‘Cotton Mill’, although also marked as a ‘ruin’.  The mill workings in the area 
are likely to have been fed from a large triangular mill pond to the north of the “Old Mill House”.  
This would have been routed via a lade, or a defined channel southwards, through the mill 
workings, to eventually re-join the burn.    The route of this lade may have crossed the 
development area. 
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2.2 Conclusions 
 

2.2.1 The area around Milton has seen occupation from prehistory to the present day.  The Mill 
workings in the area pre-date the mid 18th century and the map data indicates there is a 
likelihood that some of these may be disturbed by the development. 
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3 Methodology 

 
3.1 Archaeological Monitoring 

 
3.1.1 The watching brief as required by West Dunbartonshire Council via WoSAS involved the 

monitoring of all ground breaking works undertaken during the development construction.   
 

 
Figure 2: Extent of the proposed development and areas monitored indicated in red (courtesy of 

BabyHydro) 

 
3.1.2 The proposed site works included the machine excavation of a pipe trench connecting the 

intake at the northern end of the site with the pump house or outfall at the southern end 
(Figure 2).  This trench measured c.40m in length and due to the need to keep the gradient 
of the pipe level, meant it was excavated to c.2.50m by 0.50m wide.   

 
3.1.3 Both the footprints of the intake and pump house had been excavated prior to the arrival of 

the site archaeologist.  The intake had been cut into bedrock whilst the pump house had been 
cut into a steep slope.  Both these areas were visually inspected for evidence of 
archaeological features or deposits prior to any further work taking place on site. 

 
3.1.4 The methodology of the contractor necessitated the removal of the turf and topsoil prior to 

any deeper excavations.  This would allow the replacement of the turf upon completion of the 
project.  Following a suggestion by ARCHAS Ltd, it was agreed to remove this along the 
length of the route with a 1m wide bladed bucket. 
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3.1.5 Excavation was completed with a 0.5m wide smooth edged ditching bucket, removing the 

soil in systematic spits until natural subsoil was reached.  A toothed bucket was used when 
working around the bedrock. 

 
3.1.6 The narrow and deep trench made pinpointing and recording any features problematic.  This 

difficulty was compounded by the unstable nature of much of the made-ground through which 
the trench was cut, and the proximity of the spoil to the trench edge, adding to the height of 
the section and the weight exerted upon it.  This issue was further exacerbated by torrential 
rain on 27th and 28th October 2015 which made the trench edges unsafe. 

 
3.1.7 As a result of these constraints it was necessary to record any archaeological deposits in 

section, with photographs and observations taken during their disturbance or removal.  These 
potential issues were discussed with Hugh McBrien of WoSAS during his site visit on the 
morning of 22/10/15. 

 
3.1.8 In the event, the potential difficulties of archaeological recording described above did occur 

as archaeological features were encountered.  The depth at which these were revealed and 
unstable nature of the trench edges meant that even the placement of scales in the trench 
for photographs was impossible.  All features were recorded by a series of digital photographs 
during discovery, removal and post-excavation.  Deposits were removed and placed aside 
the trench for further investigation by the site archaeologist.  All features were recorded on 
ARCHAS Ltd pro-forma record sheets, with measurements of in situ deposits estimated. 

 
3.1.9 The locations of the features and deposits identified was ascertained by measuring from 

known points and plotting the locations against the plans as supplied by the client and the 
contractor. 
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4 Results 

 
4.1 General 
 

4.1.1 The excavations at the Old Mill House produced varied results.  The nature of the 
investigations meant that recording and identification of features was problematic with the 
narrow, deep pipe trench providing a small, but somewhat restricted glimpse into the 
archaeological deposits present across the site. 

 
4.1.2 The trench was excavated in a south easterly direction form the pre-excavated area at the 

intake.  After 21m, the pipe turned to the SE/SSE for a further 12m.  Excavation halted at the 
crest of the steep slope down towards the outdfall.  This area had already been excavated.   

 
4.1.3 Due to the difficulties recording the existence of complex stratigraphic relationships across 

such a narrow and constrained excavation, a representative plan (Figure 3) has been 
included which shows the locations of the photographs taken during the watching brief and 
included as plates in this Data Structure Report. 
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Figure 3: Map showing locations of photographs taken and used as plates in the Data Structure Report 

 
4.1.4 A description of the key deposits and features identified during the watching brief is provided 

below.  All context numbers for layers and feature fills are recorded within curved parentheses 
(xxx); cuts are recorded within squared parentheses [xxx]; and structural elements within 
braces or curly brackets {xxx}.  All context numbers are displayed in bold. 
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4.2 Topsoil deposits 
 

4.2.1 The turf and topsoil across the site was a rich, good quality garden soil (001).  This moderately 

compact mid grey brown silty loam had clearly been worked and landscaped.  This material 
varied in depth from 0.20m to 0.80m and contained occasional fragments of 19th century 
ceramic.   

 
4.2.2 This deposit (001) was much deeper at the western end of the pipe trench where it overlay 

the undisturbed natural subsoil (004).  This comprised a banded, slightly red brown silty sand 

with occasional medium sized rounded boulders. 
 
4.2.3 Underlying (004) was a solid tabular bedrock (005).  This bedrock was encountered at a 

depth of 1.20-1.70m and was excavated by a pneumatic pecking tool.  
 
4.3 Rubble levelling 
 
4.3.1 Below the topsoil (001) a deposit of firmly compacted material comprising small to large 

angular flattish stones and building rubble set within a matrix of mid brown/yellow brown gritty 
silt and lime mortar was recorded  (Plate 2).  Recorded as (002), this deposit proved to 

comprise a shallow layer 0.20m deep that extended 6.0m along the trench. 
 

 

Plate 2: Looking east across (002) (Photograph 019) 

 
4.4 Made ground and structural remnants 

 
4.4.1 The rubble deposit (002) overlay a deep deposit of made ground (003).  This deposit of made 

ground comprised a grubby, mottled grey brown slightly sticky sandy silt, (003).  This was 

moderately compacted parts of which were loose and friable.  Within this deposit were 
occasional fragments of 19th century pottery, flecks of charcoal and infrequent small angular 
stones.  The deposit measured 2.0m deep, possibly within a deep cut [008].  A piece of pan 
tile (SF003) was recovered from the base of this deposit. 

 
4.4.2 Context [008] comprised a large, vertically sided cut with 2.0m deep (Plate 3 and Plate 4).  

The extent of [008] was indicated by the rubble deposit (002) (see Section 4.3 above) which 

appeared to comprise the upper fill of the cut, perhaps placed as a stabilising deposit.   The 
cut [008] was noted extending through the deep garden soil (001) and natural subsoil (004).   
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Plate 3: Looking north east across the trench with 
[008] visible in the foreground.  Note the 
difference between the firm natural (004) (bottom 
left) and made ground (003).  Also note the 
extremely constricted working conditions and 
unsafe nature of the trench (Photograph 028) 

Plate 4: South facing section of the pipe 
trench showing [008] with the level staff 
acting as a scale (Photograph 030) 

 
4.4.3 [008] terminated upon hitting the firm bedrock (005), which continued to slope to the east.  At 

the base [008/003) had a width of >4.0m, terminating at its eastern end in a more gradual 
slope against (007), a fractured and more jagged bedrock.  Contexts (005) and (007) both 

comprise undisturbed and slightly different bedrock.   
 
4.4.4 It is unclear if the full depth of [008/003) was realised in the trench.  This was certainly the 

case at the western end where bedrock (005) was apparent, but the sloping nature of this 
meant that when the limit of excavation was reached at 2.50m, the base of [008] was not 

recognised along the length of the trench. 
 
4.4.5 At the western base of [008], the remnants of what may be a very rough wall foundation or 

possibly a substantial stone lined drain were recorded – {006}.  Comprising a NW-SE aligned 
line of irregular, roughly rectangular stones, {006} was two courses high, measuring >0.40m 

in height and a width of c.0.40m.  Around <0.80m of the features length was noted during 
excavation, but the feature did not extend into the north facing baulk and was only visible in 
the south facing section (Plate 5), although during excavation it had seemed to cut across 
the width of the trench.  This feature lay 9m from the western end of the excavation. 
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Plate 5: The south facing section of the trench showing the remnants of {006} (Photograph 029) 

 
4.4.6 The fractured bedrock (007) which formed the eastern limit of [008/003) rose almost to the 

surface, sitting directly below the turf and topsoil (001) (Plate 6).  The soil beyond this (010) 
comprised made ground very similar to (003), but geographically separated.  However, unlike 
(003), (010) contained no artefacts to indicate the date of deposition. 

 

 

Plate 6: Working shot looking north east along the pipe trench.  Note the fractured bedrock (007) being 
removed by the mechanical excavator (Photograph 039) 
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4.5 Substantial structural remains 

 
4.5.1 Work halted on the evening of 27/10/15 just prior to the turn in the pipeline taking the trench 

in a more southerly direction.  Excavations beyond the bedrock (007) had continued through 
a loose made ground (010). 

 
4.5.2 Heavy rain and machine movements on the morning of 28/10/15 disturbed the edge of the 

trench with a thin skim of the made ground (010) collapsing to reveal a substantial stone wall 
{009} running west to east along the edge of the trench. 

  

 

Plate 7: South facing elevation of the pipe trench showing {009} as revealed. Note the western end of 
the wall (right above the shovel) directly abuts the fractured bedrock (007) (Photograph 042) 

 
4.5.3 The location of this wall {009} meant that it would be removed by the southwards turn of the 

pipe trench towards the pump house.  However, the conditions meant that it was not possible 
to accurately record the wall with scaled drawings and a detailed clean.  The volume of spoil 
around the edges of the trench made manoeuvring in this area difficult. 

 
4.5.4 It was agreed to continue the line of the trench south of the wall to aid assessing and recording 

the deposits on the south side.  This was undertaken to try and establish which side of the 
wall represented the interior of the possible structure.  The stones themselves would be 
removed by the mechanical excavator and set aside for recording by the site archaeologist.  
This methodology would hopefully reveal the wall structure and perhaps reveal floor surfaces. 

 
4.5.5 Excavation south of {009} continued to reveal mixed made ground (010), but somewhat 

confusingly reached bedrock (005/007) at the limit of excavation with absolutely no sign of a 
floor surface on the south side.  This seemed to indicate the structure lay to the north of {009} 

with any floor surface here either no longer extant, or beneath the limit of excavation. 
 
4.5.6 Mechanical excavation of {009} (Plate 8) demonstrated that the wall was substantial 

constructed from squared, dressed ashlar blocks with no obvious sign of any bonding 
material.  The wall survived to two complete courses, with a third incomplete course on the 
top.  It was only one course thick with a width of c.0.50m.  Curiously {009} abutted the 
fractured bedrock outcrop (007) at the eastern side, with this outcrop obviously forming one 

side or a part of any structure. 
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4.5.7 The removal of {009} also revealed an architectural feature {011} (Plate 9).  Two jamb stones 

were pulled from the north east facing section, indicating the possible presence of a doorway 
just beyond this.  The orientation of the jamb stones with the inset cut into the stone lying to 
the south, indicated that any building lay to the north of the trench, with the disruption caused 
by the excavation confined to the corner defined by {009} and the bedrock outcrop (007). 

  

  

Plate 8: Removing wall {009} (Photograph 048) Plate 9: Jamb stones {011} revealed 
(Photograph 052) 

 
4.5.8 These stones {011} were ashlar blocks with tooled faces and insets for the doorway 

measuring 0.70m by 0.70m.  The dressed jamb blocks measured c.0.60m by 0.25m by 0.30m 
(Plate 10). 

 

 

Plate 10: Detail of jamb stones {011} (Photograph 068) 
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4.6 The trench running south to the pump house 
 
4.6.1 As discussed above, the deposits beyond {009} essentially comprised made ground (010), 

although a loose deposit of small grey stones and hardcore (012) at the southern end of the 

trench seemed to relate to a modern levelling event.   
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5 Summary and Discussion 

 
5.1 General 

 
5.1.1 The excavations at the Old Mill House were necessarily constrained and challenging with the 

depth of the archaeological deposits and unsafe nature of the trench meaning that recording 
the features accurately proved difficult.   

 
5.1.2 The width of the trench meant that this project merely provided an indication or snapshot of 

the archaeological deposits preserved beneath around 2m of made ground. 
 
5.1.3 The limited excavations have demonstrated that there are considerable buried structural 

remains present across the site although it is difficult to say with any certainty what activities 
were undertaken at Milton.   

 
5.1.4 Little can be securely stated about the fragmentary wall {006}.  However, it was interpreted 

as the remnants of a wall footing or foundation.  The wall could not be identified continuing 
across the trench and no parallel, or associated walls were noted elsewhere in the trench.  It 
is possible this is a disturbed ‘cundy’ or stone-lined drain.  It is worth noting that {006} sat 

directly upon the bedrock at the limit of excavation.  This was also the case for the much 
more substantial wall {009} to the west. 

 
5.1.5 There is some confusion about the nature and location of {009}.  What survives of {009} was 

initially interpreted as the lower courses of a building which lay to the north and east of the 
trench.  However, a curious aspect of the recorded walls was their relationship with bedrock 
outcrops, particularly the more fractured grey bedrock (007) and their relative depths.  The 
substantial and well built ashlar stone wall {009} abutted against this rock outcrop, perhaps 

suggesting this may have been some form of compound or perimeter wall rather than a 
structure of which one side was formed by rough natural rock. 

 
5.1.6 Discussions with Hugh McBrien of WoSAS identified a more likely possibility.  The evidence 

suggests {009} represents the remnants of a water feature, or pond noted on the 1st edition 
25 inch to 12 mile Dumbarton Sheet XXII.7 (Old Kilpatrick) from 1864.  This map shows an 
irregular, linear water feature in the area of the development, with some form of stone lined 
channel or well/cistern at the south west end (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4: Extract from the 1st edition 25 inch to 1 mile Dumbarton Sheet XXII.7 (Old Kilpatrick) from 1864 
showing the water feature to the west of the ‘Old Mill house’ in relation to the pipeline marked in 
red 
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5.1.7 Although nothing is recorded in the immediate location of the wall (recorded at the curve in 

the pipeline), it seems likely that the substantial ashlar wall relates to this water feature, 
revetting an delineating the sides, with the jamb stones likely to be an opening for a sluice 
gate or opening in the pond retaining wall.  This pond was cut into the rock and as such only 
required revetting walls in certain areas.  Why such high quality stone work was used (or re-
used) remains unclear. 

 
5.1.8 The lack of demolition rubble or similar building stones around {009} suggests that other 

building stones may have been robbed.  No artefacts earlier than those of 19 th century date 
were recovered, suggesting that these structures are 19th century in date. 

 
5.1.9 The inability to further inspect and interpret these features further illustrates the frustrating 

confined nature of the job.   
 
5.1.10 ‘Wall’ {006} was very insubstantial, but was at the same height as {009}.  If these two are 

contemporaneous, their location on either side of the rocky outcrop poses further questions 
as to the use and topography of the site. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
6.1 General 

 
6.1.1 It is clear that the area south of the Old Mill House has undergone extensive landscaping and 

remodelling.  The existing topography comprising a flat garden area with steep slopes down 
to the Milton Burn is clearly masking a buried mill complex built close to the outcropping 
bedrock.   

 
6.1.2 It is not possible to accurately date the structural remains recorded during the watching brief.  

However, no artefacts pre-dating the 19th century were recovered and it seems highly likely 
that all the identified remains particularly {009} are post-medieval or 19th Century in date.   

 
6.1.3 ARCHAS Cultural Heritage Ltd do not recommend any further archaeological mitigation 

associated with this project and that the planning condition can be discharged.  However, 
clearly buried and potentially substantial structural remains survive in the area to the south 
of The Old Mill House.  Any work proposed in this area would be expected to require further 
archaeological mitigation. 
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Appendix A  Context Register 

 
Context 

No. 
Type Description Dimension Comments Date Initial 

001 Deposit Moderately compact 
mid grey brown silty 
loam with occasional 

to frequent small 
stone inclusions and 
occasional medium 

sized rounded stones 

D: 0.60-
0.80m 

Turf and Topsoil. 
Good quality garden 
soil. Clearly a 

degree of 
landscaping and 
heavy bioturbation 

in places. 

22/10/2015 RC 

002 Deposit Firmly compact mid 
brown/yellow brown 
gritty silt around a 

deposit of 
predominantly small 
to large angular 

stones and building 
rubble. 

c.6m long, 
within 
confines 

of trench. 
D: 
<0.20m 

A spread of possible 
demolition 
material/levelling 

deposit.  
Lies atop made 
ground (003) 

22/10/2015 RC 

003 Deposit Moderate to loosely 
compact grubby and 

mottled grey brown 
slightly sticky sandy 
silt with occasional 

flecks of charcoal and 
infrequent small 
angular stones 

D: <2m Re-deposited and 
mixed levelling 

deposit? 
Occasional 
fragments of 19th 

century ceramic and 
one pan tile. 

22/10/2015 RC 

004 Deposit Moderate to firmly 
compact slightly red 

brown banded silty 
sand with occasional 
rounded boulders 

D: 
c.0.80m 

Undisturbed natural 
subsoil 

22/10/2015 RC 

005 Deposit Sheets of very firm 

pink/orange natural 
bedrock 

- Undisturbed natural 

bedrock located at a 
depth of >1.2m 

22/10/2015 RC 

006 Structure Roughly constructed 
NW-SE aligned 

drystone wall of 
rough, irregular 
whinstone boulders. 

Two courses wide 
and two high. 

W: 
>0.40m.  

L: 
Unknown 
<0.80m.  

D: 
>0.40m 

Possible rough 
foundation wall 

within [008]. Does 
not extend from S 
facing baulk into N 

facing baulk and 
inaccessible for 
further investigation 

due to depth and 
safety concerns 
from loose made 

ground (006) 

27/10/2015 RC 

007 Deposit Fractured and jagged 
grey bedrock. 

  Natural bedrock. 
Geologically 
different from (005) 

27/10/2015 RC 

008 Cut Deep cut through 

topsoil (001) and 
natural subsoil (004), 
terminating on natural 

bedrock (005). 

D: <2m {006} is constructed 

in the base and 
against the edge of 
[008] 

27/10/2015 RC 
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Context 
No. 

Type Description Dimension Comments Date Initial 

009 Structure Substantial wall of 
squared blocks 

measuring c.0.40m by 
0.25m. No bonding 
material visible. Wall 

seems to be double 
skinned. 

W: 
c.0.50m 

H: c. 1m 
L: >3m 

Large industrial 
building.  

No indications of 
floor surface. 
Abuts natural 

bedrock (007) to W. 

28/10/2015 RC 

010 Deposit Moderate to loosely 
compact grubby mid 
grey brown silty sand. 

- Made ground below 
(003) and around 
{009}. 

No artefacts to 
indicate date of 
deposition. 

28/10/2015 RC 

011 Structure Two large jamb 

stones recorded 
during mechanical 
removal of {009}. 

These measure 
c.0.60m by c.0.25m 
by c.0.3m. 

H: 

c.0.60m 

Door jamb within 

wall {009}. 
Placement indicated 
that the main body 

of the building lay S 
of the trench. 

28/10/2015 RC 

012 Deposit Loosely compact 

small grey stones, 
gravel and hardcore 

- Modern levelling 

deposit at S end of 
excavations. 

28/10/2015 RC 

 
 

Appendix B  Photographic Register 

 
Image 

No. 

Direction 

Facing 

Contexts Description Date Initials 

001 W - Installation of dam at western end of 
development 

22/10/2015 RC 

002 SW - Installation of dam at western end of 

development 

22/10/2015 RC 

003 W - Installation of dam at western end of 
development 

22/10/2015 RC 

004 W - Installation of dam at western end of 
development 

22/10/2015 RC 

005 SE - Pre-excavation view of pipeline 22/10/2015 RC 

006 SE - Pre-excavation view of pipeline 22/10/2015 RC 

007 W - Pre-excavation view of pipeline 22/10/2015 RC 

008 SW - Pre-excavation view of pipeline 22/10/2015 RC 

009 NE - Working shot - view of Mill House 22/10/2015 RC 

010 N - Working shot - view of Mill House 22/10/2015 RC 

011 W (001) Working shot - removing topsoil from pipe 
route 

22/10/2015 RC 

012 E (001) Working shot - removing topsoil from pipe 

route 

22/10/2015 RC 

013 W - Working shot - mill ruins 22/10/2015 RC 

014 E - Working shot - Milton House 22/10/2015 RC 

015 N - Working shot - Milton House 22/10/2015 RC 

016 E - Working shot - Milton House 22/10/2015 RC 

017 E - Working shot - mill ruins 22/10/2015 RC 

018 E (002) Working shot - spread of demolition rubble 
(002) 

22/10/2015 RC 
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Image 

No. 

Direction 

Facing 

Contexts Description Date Initials 

019 E (002) Working shot - spread of demolition rubble 
(002) 

22/10/2015 RC 

020 E (005) Working shot - bedrock (005) 22/10/2015 RC 

021 N (001), 
(004), 

(005) 

S facing section of pipe trench 22/10/2015 RC 

022 N (001), 
(004), 
(005) 

S facing section of pipe trench 22/10/2015 RC 

023 E (005) Working shot - removal of (005) 26/10/2015 RC 

024 E (005) Working shot - removal of (005) 26/10/2015 RC 

025 E (005) Working shot - removal of (005) 27/10/2015 RC 

026 NE - Working shot 27/10/2015 RC 

027 NE - Working shot 27/10/2015 RC 

028 NE - Working shot 27/10/2015 RC 

029 N {006} Working shot - possible wall {006} 27/10/2015 RC 

030 N {006} Working shot - possible wall {006} post-
removal of protruding stones 

27/10/2015 RC 

031 N {006} Working shot - possible wall {006} post-
removal of protruding stones 

27/10/2015 RC 

032 NW {006} Working shot - possible wall {006} post-

removal of protruding stones 

27/10/2015 RC 

033 NE (003) Working shot - Made ground (003) 27/10/2015 RC 

034 N - Working shot - location of excavations 27/10/2015 RC 

035 N - Working shot - location of excavations 27/10/2015 RC 

036 N - Working shot - location of excavations 27/10/2015 RC 

037 N - Working shot - location of excavations 27/10/2015 RC 

038 NE - Working shot - pipeline 27/10/2015 RC 

039 NE - Working shot - pipeline 27/10/2015 RC 

040 S {009} Working shot - S facing elevation of {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

041 S {009} Working shot - S facing elevation of {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

042 S {009} Working shot - S facing elevation of {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

043 S {009} Working shot - S facing elevation of {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

044 SW {009} Working shot - S facing elevation of {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

045 SE {009} Working shot - S facing elevation of {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

046 SW {009} Working shot - removing {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

047 SW {009} Working shot - removing {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

048 SE {009} Working shot - removing {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

049 SE {009} Working shot - removing {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

050 - {009} Stones from {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

051 - {009} Stones from {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

052 SE {011} Working shot - removing {011} jamb stones 28/10/2015 RC 

053 SE {011} Working shot - removing {011} jamb stones 28/10/2015 RC 

054 SE {009} Working shot - removing {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

055 W (007), 
{009} 

Working shot - junction of (007) with {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

056 W (007), 
{009} 

Working shot - junction of (007) with {009} 28/10/2015 RC 

057 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 

058 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 

059 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 

060 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 
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Image 

No. 

Direction 

Facing 

Contexts Description Date Initials 

061 SW {009}, 
(007), 

(010) 

Working shot - NE facing section 28/10/2015 RC 

062 NE {009}, 
(007), 
(010) 

Working shot - SW facing section 28/10/2015 RC 

063 NE {009}, 

(007), 
(010) 

Working shot - SW facing section 28/10/2015 RC 

064 S (010), 
(012) 

Working shot 28/10/2015 RC 

065 S (010), 

(012) 

Working shot - SW facing section 28/10/2015 RC 

066 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 

067 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 

068 - {011} Jamb stones from {011} 28/10/2015 RC 

 
 

Appendix C  Finds Register 

 

Finds 

No. 

Context 

No. 

Quantity Material Description Comments Date Initials 

001 001 6 Ceramic Body sherds of a 
white glazed 

ceramic vessel. 
One with blue 
print. 

19th century 
ceramic 

26/10/2015 RC 

002 003 c.10 Ceramic Various sherds of 

red ceramic with 
black glaze 

19th century 

ceramic 

26/10/2015 RC 

003 003 1 CBM Red pan tile   27/10/2015 RC 

004 003 1 CBM Handmade brick   27/10/2015 RC 

005 010 2 Ceramic Two base sherds  Large sherds 

from a white 
ceramic plate 
with a blue 

floral print. 

27/10/2015 RC 
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Provisional Discovery and Excavation Scotland Entry 

 

LOCAL AUTHORITY: West Dunbartonshire Council 
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PROJECT CODE: 220 
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NAME OF ORGANISATION:  ARCHAS Cultural Heritage Ltd 

TYPE(S) OF PROJECT: Archaeological Watching Brief  
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ARCHAS Cultural Heritage Ltd w ere commissioned to undertake an 
archaeological w atching brief during all ground breaking w orks associated 

w ith the installation of a domestic hydro scheme w ith ancillary generator 
housing and underground pipew ork at the Old Mill house in Milton Brae near 
Dumbarton. 

 
The w atching brief followed the placement of a planning condition upon the 
proposed development by West Dunbartonshire Council as advised by the 
West of Scotland Archaeology Service.   

 
The project involved the excavation of a narrow pipe trench w ith a f inal depth 
of 2.5m.  This trench revealed the route of the pipeline to cut across an area 
of high bedrock and deep made ground.  Tw o w alls were revealed during the 

excavation, although safety concerns made accurate recording of these 
features problematic.  It is thought the w alls relate to earlier mill structures on 
the site, almost certainly post-medieval in date.  No artefacts were recovered 
w hich are thought to pre-date the 18th century. 

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK:  Watching Brief  

CAPTION(S) FOR ILLUSTRS: n/a 

SPONSOR OR FUNDING BODY:  BabyHydro Ltd 
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